Early Bird Deadline is July 22!!!!!

Why you want to be there?

Great engagement- new knowledge, new connections, new clients:

**Sponsors so far:** PLATINUM: Lockheed Martin, Siemens, Collins Aerospace, Honeywell, and more; GOLD: MathWorks; SILVER: Northrop Grumman; BRONZE: Sporian; and Contributor- NIST. Sponsors can participate in the Exhibit area and also schedule Technology Demonstrations and Product Showcases

**Attendees already registered:** Aerojet Rocketdyne, Alexandria, Amazon, Boeing, Cranfield, Chile, Curtiss Wright, D2K, Delft, EDF Renewables, Flowserve, GE, GM, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Kimia Power, Komatsu, Korea Aerospace University, KUKA, Linkoping, MachineMetrics, MathWorks, MBARI, Mitsubishi Electric Research, NASA Ames, NIST, NOKIA, NORCE, NSK, Oak Ridge National Lab, Safran, Seagate, TechSolve, Tennessee, Politecnico Torino, Rayong Engineering, Rolls Royce, Uptake, US Navy, and UTAS


Key participants in panels: Airbus, ARAMCO, Bayer CropScience, Bosch, Chesapeake Energy, Collins Aerospace, Eaton, GM, Harris Geospatial Solutions, Honeywell, IntelMax, ITAMCO, John Deere, KLM, KUKA Robotics, Mars Agricultural Research Consortium, NIO, NIST, Northrup Grumman, PARC, Rolls Royce US, SAE, Sikorsky, TECnos, TI Automotive, USAF, and USGS

And Universities: Arizona State, Chile, Cincinnati, Denver, Georgia Tech, KTH, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas A&M, and Vanderbilt

Technical Partners: CALCE, Cranfield Boeing IVHM Centre, COMADEM, diag21, HAI, IMS, MFPT

Baseline and update your knowledge:

Free tutorials: Uncertainty Management for PHM, Prognostics with examples, PHM in the Cloud
Add-on Short courses: PHM Fundamentals with Case studies and Analytics for PHM (Sept 21-22)
Workshop on Measurement and Evaluation for PHM in Manufacturing (Sept 23)
High quality peer reviewed technical papers

Mobile App: Use the WHOVA app to search events and papers, schedule your day, give feedback and connect with everyone!

Conference Details at: http://www.phmsociety.org/events/conference/phm/19

Sponsorship details at: http://www.phmsociety.org/events/conference/phm/19/sponsorOpportunities

Thank you for your consideration to participate. Questions? Contact chairs@phmconference.org